Miele G 4920
SC
Freestanding
Dishwasher
with cutlery
tray - Brilliant
White
With the Miele G 4920 SC Freestanding Dishwasher,
you can now save time, energy and water! All it takes is
a little stacking and a push of a button. Keep your
tableware clean, and live healthy. Key Features The
original cutlery tray Cutlery items don't touch each other,
food deposits are removed completely and the cutlery is
dried perfectly. Comfort basket design Crockery can be
loaded easily and securely for optimum results.
Ergonomic basket handles Simplify your daily routine:
The basket handles make loading and unloading easier.
Height-adjustable upper basket Several options: On all
Miele dishwashers, the upper basket is easily and
variably height-adjustable. MultiComfort area in the
lower basket For all types of crockery: Even large
pots/pans or bulky items fit easily in the versatile lower
basket. Dish and glassware care DetergentAgent
Perfect results: The DetergentAgent perfectly adjusts
the process to the detergents used. Efficiency and
sustainability Hot water connection Up to 50% electricity
savings 2 : Every Miele dishwasher can be connected
to a hot water connection up to 60 ̊C. Reduced load Full
load not necessary: Automatic load recognition adjusts
water and electricity consumption. Freshwater
dishwashers - water consump. from 6.5 l Minimum
consumption: The Automatic programme ensures best

cleaning results with minimum water consumption. Child
safety lock, check indicators Makes everyday work
easier: Miele appliances feature a child safety lock and
highly visible indicators. The best noise levels Barely
audible: With low noise levels from 41 dB(A) 3 and
consistently perfect results. User Convenience
ComfortClose Practical: The door is extremely easy to
open and close, and stays open in any position. Delay
start Benefit from cheap electricity tariffs: The start of a
programme can be programmed up to 24 hours in
advance. Countdown indicator Keeping you informed:
The countdown indicator lets you know how long the
programme has left to run. Controls First-class:
Convenient user prompts and ergonomic controls for
simple operation. *image are for illustration purposes
only

Features
Dimensions

Brand
Miele
Model
G4920 SC BRWS
Product
Dishwashers
Type
Weight (kg)
53.5
Product Height
(cm)

84.5cm

Product Width
(cm)
Product Depth
(cm)

59.8cm
60cm
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